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Prologue: Daniel: Book of Revealings –
God’s Salvation Plan Refined
´ Daniel also revealed the refinement of God’s, Christ’s, salvation plan to include 

His incarnation and death which had been a mystery in earlier Judaism (Da 9:20-27)

´ Coming Antichrist revealed building his kingdom on lies, corruption and violence as 
the final incarnation of the four major empires: Babylon; Persia; Hellenism and Rome 
{Socialism} (Da 8:22-26; 11:36-45)

´ Christ judges from a flaming throne of holiness Sinners who face holiness without 
Christ’s righteousness; as they demand (Da 7:9-14; Jn 19:14-16; Ro 1:18-28)

´ Resurrection implied but not directly revealed until these verses

´ Without Daniel’s revealing modern history would make no sense; for this reason 
Daniel is one of the most discredited books
´ Modern societies’ philosophies based on the Four Empires {Gnostic Hellenism}: Asebeia

´ Christendom embraces Satan’s Delusion promoting Satan’s globalization (Ge 6:3-5; 2Th 2:3-12)



Prologue: Today –
Increase of False Knowledge
´ Daniel told to seal the revelation until its proper time at the end (Mt 24:36)

´ Daniel not to hide the book; Spirit would not reveal complete meaning until the 
end; just as Isaiah, Habakkuk and John foretold (Is 29:11-16; Hab 2:2-3; 1Co 2:13-14; Re 10:7)

´ Daniel comments about modern Man: Our Time {Since Pentecost-Shavuot}
´ People run to and fro; restlessness as depicted in Daniel’s and John’s visions 

{seas} following their leaders: Ultimately Satan {Government Leaders; Antichrist
(Da 7:2-3; Re 12:17-3:1)

´ Purpose of Satan’s restlessness was not to follow God’s command to fill the earth; 
it was to unify Man against God (Ge 1:28; 9:1; Mt 4:8-10; Re 20:7-10)

´ Satan unifies philosophy – Scientism knowledge in False Prophet’s religion to unify 
Man under his Antichrist based on willing sin of asebeia, ungodliness
(Ro 1:18-28; 2Th 2:3-12)

´ Christians must rely on the only source of absolute truth to avoid embracing 
Satan’s delusion: Practice discernment-Mature believers (2Ti 2:14-16; 3:16-17; He 5:11-14)



Curiosity:
Afflicts Angels and Man
´ Now Daniel now reveals that there were two witnesses, angels, who could 

attest to the veracity, truthfulness, of the vision; but, not to its meaning
´ These two witnesses are not named but appeared to be cognizant of the vision

(De 19:15; He 10:28-29)

´ The Man in linen above the river is Christ as discussed at the beginning of this 
vision (Da 10:5-6)

´ Angels ask the questions on everyone’s mind, “When and {Who-Implied}?”

´ Position of our teaching
´ Identities will not be understood until these events occur: End Time (Hab 2:2-3; Mt 24:36)

´ However, Satan’s methodologies do not change; nothing new in history (Ec 1:9-11)

´ Satan uses these methods building toward his final king(dom) discussed 
throughout Daniel’s book; we see these trends in Birth of the Modern Era
(Da 2:40-43; 7:7-8, 19-25)



Birth of the Modern Era:
15th-17th Centuries {Approximately}

Ancient Greco-Rome
´ Western Rome disintegrated by 

fragmentated change

´ Unification of Religions failed

´ Wars of Unification led to 
assimilation and dilution

´ Rome’s economic system 
collapsed under strain of 
devaluation

´ Rome’s glory became guiding 
aim of Medieval Europe & RCC

Revived Greco-Rome
´ Medieval Age disintegrated by 

fragmentated change

´ Roman Catholicism challenged 
by Reformation

´ Wars of Religion {Governance}

´ Marriage Alliances connected 
nations into houses of cards

´ Development of Financiers

´ Building Back Better; again



Brief Look at Three Trends:
First Trend-Wars of Control {Religion}
´ Medieval governments based on Roman Catholicism {RCC} forming a 

tension between monarchy and Pope for legitimacy and Control
´ Reformation broke RCC’s monopoly of religious Control resulting in Wars

´ Northern European kingdoms embraced Protestants to legitimize their formation 
apart from RCC

´ Southern European kingdoms sought to maintain Control via RCC
´ Resulted in a long series of wars of Control finally culminating in: You can have 

your faith and I can have mine as neither side strong enough to win (Da 11)

´ Led to Enlightenment {Age of Reason} rejecting religions except Gnosticism
´ Development of empirical Socialism and its various wars {19th-20th Centuries}
´ Development of 21st Century Regionalism {European Union}



Brief Look at Three Trends:
Second Trend–Intertwined Monarchies
´ What nation-states could not accomplish by war they sought to achieve by 

marital alliances; just as in Daniel’s vision
´ Catholic-Protestant royal marriages sought Control they could not obtain in war

´ Henry VIII developed his own Protestant religion when RCC would not sanction 
his ongoing divorces as he sought to gain a male heir

´ Many Germanic Protestant regencies intermarried to Russian, British, etc. royalty

´ These royal marriages were designed to either gain or not lose properties; thus, 
royal marriages were between family relations: 19th Century Europe’s Alliances

´ In the 19th century, Queen Victoria known as the Grandmother of Europe

´ God reveals via Daniel Satan’s methodologies of lies, corruption and 
marriages as he refines toward his final goal {Unified Europe}



Brief Look at Three Trends:
Third Trend–Non-government Financiers
´ Western Rome’s collapse also caused financial chaos that took centuries to 

build back better
´ Southern Europe – Medici family {RCC} became non-government financiers for 

the Renaissance and thereafter
´ Northern Europe – Germanic Jews, Rothschild and Sachs-Goldman, supported 

both waring parties into the early 20th century

´ Corporatism became the major financier using government as their shield
´ East India Company {Dutch} became first stock market company to develop 

private trade to finance Dutch wars of independence from RCC Spain

´ East India Company {British} copied the Dutch model to develop its own military, 
defeated India, and gain the exclusive monopoly to mint coinage for the British 
nation; Mercantilism {Socialism} and coinage began boom and bust cycles 
falsely blamed on market forces: Federal Reserve based on this model



Today’s Ongoing Trend:
Building Back Better {Another Reset}
´ 20th Centuries wars {World War I & II} removed the debris of monarchial and 

religious power systems promoting financier Controlled Non-Government 
Organizations (NGO) {BIS; WEF; IMF; World Bank: Networked together}
´ After WWI the Bank of International Settlements {BIS} was created to become the 

Central Bank for all national central banks

´ After WWII Bretton Woods agreement, coupled with U.N. adoption established a 
stable currency for world trade and Control over nation-states that is slowly being 
realized: Global Governance instead of International Socialism

´ Jewish Control curtailed in WWII and given a nation by international financiers 
just as in Daniel’s vision and foretelling their destruction in Revelation (Re 17)

´ Today, we have the use of viral warfare to bring governments under Control of 
financier approved NGOs to strengthen regional {EU} and international Control 
entities {UN}



Understanding Daniel:
Understanding History and Trends
´ Satan is the Master Manipulator

´ Elites may or may not understand 
their relationship to him (Jn 8:44)

´ Development of NGO Financiers 
supersede family-based financiers

´ Governments and Corporations 
require financiers to survive; thus, 
become subservient to NGOs

´ Concentration of resources by 
the Elites {Satan’s Antichrist}

´ Control of essential masses: Goal



Essence of Modern Era:
Control
´ Satan’s ultimate goal is absolute Control of Man to prove God is author of 

sin, thus unrighteous to judge; i.e., no Lake of Fire (Ps 51:3-4; Ro 3:1-8; He 1; Ja 1:13-17)

´ Modern Era demonstrates various manifestations of Control
´ Use of Naked Force – Various forms of violence; Empirical Socialism into 20th cen.

´ Philosophies – Replacing God’s Gospel with Man’s Lies {Enlightenment} to Critical 
Theory {Reflexivity} buoyed up with Critical Race Theory and LGBTQA+ {Fertile 
Fallacies}; etc.

´ Psychology – Control: Conditioning, Propaganda, Peer Pressure, & Logic Fallacies

´ Psychiatry – Control: Health information; Medications; Diagnosis; & Psych. Drugs

´ Transhumanism – Development of implantable digital {nanotech} to monitor and 
Control behaviors {Pain vs Pleasure}



Computer Digitization:
New World Order (NWO)
´ Today we face another great reset, build back better as Satan refines his 

NWO he began with the Renaissance through the Birth of the Modern Era
´ Digitization early stages had the allure of freedom to access information but the 

late stages has seen significant Control of information by the few to guide You

´ Financier NGOs developing Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC): Nationally; 
Regionally then Internationally to Control all buying and selling if not approved
(Re 13:11-17)

´ History is a series of stepping stones to the end of this dispensation of First 
Fruits: Great Tribulation {Satan’s Great Utopia-Dystopia} (Da 12:1; Mt 24:15-22; Re 7:14)

´ World is under the Delusion of Satan-Sin because God’s Truth is rejected
(Ro 1:18-28; 2Th 2:3-12)

´ We would not know this without the Bible, especially Daniel; Christians are to be 
wise and reject the Delusion because we know true history (2Th 2:3-12; He 5:11-14)


